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Oren raises stir at Brandeis Students line up for and against the Israeli envoy's selection as commencement speaker.
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See Page 4



A Shoah play, decades in the making



Celebrating Israeli ingenuity A weekend of events talk up the Jewish State’s success in innovative technology, from solar energy to medicine



From a Nazi camp to a Harvard stage By Elise Kigner



See Page 5
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Sharon are sponsoring a Taste of Sharon Shabbat, a weekend for people considering moving to Sharon to stay with families overnight, attend services, take classes, visit the beach and hike in the woods. Already, people from Brookline, Brighton, Malden, New York and New Jersey have said they are coming. Last week, Deborah Fineblum Raub, who has lived in Sharon for the past decade and is one of the event’s organizers, offered to show me around Sharon. Our first stop: the new Wilber School



In 1943, Henry Newman was a prisoner at a labor camp in Budzyn, Poland. Knowing he had studied theater, the camp’s commandant asked the 21-year-old to stage a play with prisoners as the actors. There was one more thing: The play better make him laugh; Newman’s life depended on it. “I’ll tell you what I want to do. I want a little humor in this camp, real humor, Jewish humor, so I want you to stage a show, and it better be good,” the commandant told Newman. “Make us all laugh and if you don’t, I’ll hang you upside down.” What happened next? You’ll have to see the play about the play, “Budzyn,” which premieres with a single performance May 6 at Harvard University’s Sanders Theatre. Decades after the war, Newman, now 88 and living in New Castle, N.Y., penned his recollections of the camp in a 20-page manuscript. It wound up in the hands of Boston area director and producer Dr. Guila Clara Kessous. May 6 was chosen for the premiere as it is the World Day of Prayer. The performance, hosted by Harvard Hillel, includes music, dance and prayer. During the prologue, the audience will sit in the dark and listen to the recorded voices of Holocaust survivors speaking in the varied languages of their concentration camps. The last voice



Continued on Page 6



Continued on Page 19



Tea Party tempest Brandeis withdraws a swastika logo advertising an academic conference about right-wing radicalism after it draws fire from radio and TV hosts.



See Page 7



Speed dating, Jewish style Can it be love at the first five minutes?



See Page 18



Standing O for Noa and Mira



PHOTO BY NIR LANDAU



Noa and special guest Mira Awad electrified the house at the Back Bay Event Center Monday in a concert sponsored by the Consulate General of Israel to New England and the Jewish National Fund. The concert and a tribute dinner raised $200,000 toward expanding the water supply for Israel and its neighbors. See Page 2.



Circumcision bill squashed



Touring the state’s most Jewish town



It's bottled up after Jewish groups rally opposition.
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See Page 22



SHABBAT CANDLE LIGHTING TIMES



By Elise Kigner Twenty minutes after my train rolled out of South Station, I peered out the window and saw a hulking grey building with a menorah next to its name: Temple Sinai. I knew I was in Sharon. Several minutes later I was at the train station, and ready to begin my tour of the town that beats out even Brookline and Newton in the density of the Jewish population. Sharon is estimated to be 46 percent Jewish, according to the 2005 Boston Jew-



My own taste of Sharon ish Community Study, comissioned by Combined Jewish Philanthropies. The town hosts seven shuls ranging from Reform to Orthodox; a day school; a Jewish television show; a kollel; a mikvah; an eruv; and a Jewish cemetery. Some of Sharon’s Jewish leaders hope to expand their flock. On May 7-9, the Modern Orthodox Striar Hebrew Academy of Sharon and Young Israel of
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A safe room of her own Avigail gets her space, and her family peace of mind By Cara Hogan Advocate Staff Avigail Eshet, age 8, has a new bedroom in her family’s home in Newton, one that is safe for play, quiet and fully equipped for the nurses who monitor her life-threatening disease. Avigail was born with familial dysautonomia, a rare genetic disease that is more common in Jews. She has little sensitivity to pain; but if she feels stress, her blood pressure soars, and she experiences vomiting



and trouble breathing. Instead of having to spend days in the hospital after a severe episode, Avigail can remain home in her newly completed space in the basement, which is above ground. Her bright, orange-and-red room is stocked with stuffed animals and books; its many cabinets conceal the equipment essential for her care. “When she’s in crisis and needs sedation and complete quiet, she can be downstairs, and one of us Continued on Page 3



Avigail Eshet plays in her bedroom, next to the nurse’s quarters.
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Just don’t use this app on Shabbos A new iPad application was released this week called the iPad Torah. The $3.99 app offers a view of all 248 columns of a Torah Scroll. It allows you to scroll or navigate through the various portions or parshot. You can easily jump to any Torah portion via the navigation and create bookmarks with the interactive pointer, the Yad. The app was created by Barry Schwartz of Rusty Brick, a New York-based technology company. It will compete with similar apps for the iPhone, like Daily Torah, which provides the daily verses from the Torah to your phone. For more information on the app, visit www.rustybrick.com/ ipad-torah.html.



The new Jewish Advocate online



Online debate April poll question: Should Israel impose a building freeze on East Jerusalem as a goodwill gesture? A. Yes B. No C. Unsure



Tell us what you think at www.TheJewishAdvocate.com



March Poll Results J Street says it’s a pro-Israel voice for those who may disagree with AIPAC/Israel. Should we speak with one voice on Israel? 54% 41%



6% Yes



No



Not sure



Noa and Awad mesmerize Boston crowd By Heather Porter Special to the Advocate The audience was abuzz with anticipation, chattering in Hebrew, English, French and other languages. Nadav Tamir, the consul general of Israel to New England, took to the stage. Expressing hope for peace and co-existence, Tamir welcomed headliner Achinoam Nini to the stage of the Back Bay Event Center Monday night. Together, with musicians Gil Dor and Gil Zohar, Nini was on the first stop of an eight-city tour of the US with a special guest, Mira Awad. Nini – known as Noa in the West – is a megastar in Israel and renowned internationally for her voice, musicianship and collaborations with artists ranging from Sting to Stevie Wonder. Noa, an Israeli Jew of Yemenite descent, has been singing for almost a decade with Awad, an Israeli Christian of Arab and Bulgarian descent. The Boston concert was presented by the Consulate General of Israel to New England and the Jewish National Fund. Dressed in an off-the-shoulder black top and jeans, hair cascading down her back in long, ringlets, Noa grabbed the center-stage microphone for her first number, “Waltz to the Road,” about hopes, dreams and “something else to believe.” Noa's voice soared over the beautifully nuanced keyboard, guitar and vocal accompaniment provided by Dor and Zohar. After singing the gentle Middle-Easternsounding introduction to “Mishaela,” the trio segued into a jazzy vocal three-part-harmony, followed by some quasi-scatting by Noa, and improvisational solos by Zohar on piano and Dor on guitar. Singing off-the-cuff, Noa then greeted the audience, introduced the musicians and described walking around a Boston pond with “the swans and my baby in a carriage” (her mother and twomonth-old baby girl are with her on this tour). The concert consisted of songs spanning the 20-year musical collaboration between Noa and Dor, a graduate of Berklee College of Music. As co-founder of the Rimon School for Jazz and Contemporary Music in Israel, Dor taught and mentored Noa when she was a studen at Rimon. Monday night's program, integrating elements of jazz, Middle Eastern, Latin and folk styles, drew from Noa and Dor’s numerous recordings together. Noa sang a pair of particularly touching songs for her mother and father, which were featured on her 2008 CD, “Genes and Jeans.” She told the audience that her an-



PHOTO BY NIR LANDAU



Gil Dor, Noa, Mira Awad and Gil Zohar respond to Monday’s exuberant audience. cestors traveled to Israel on foot from Yemen more than a century ago. The lovely song “Uri” (“Noa”, 1994) was dedicated to Sharon Freedman. Long before Freedman became New England Zone director for the Jewish National Fund, she worked at NMC music, Noa and Dor’s first Israeli recording label. In “Yuma,” Noa initially sang a cappella with traditional Yemenite vocal quavers, adding percussion through the rhythmic palming of her upper-chest. When the guitar accompaniment began, she suddenly shifted to English and the music took on a quasi-Baroque style. During hits like “Mizmor Laylah (Keren Or),” the audience could barely sit still as Noa palm-played her signature percussion instruments. As the back lighting pulsated from red to orange to yellow, the tempo quickened, driving the audience into a frenzy of rhythmic hand-clapping. With the final strike of her hand, the lights changed to orange and Noa flung an arm into the air. The crowd went wild. The time had arrived to call Mira Awad to the stage. In a telephone interview, Noa shared the story of how the two singers came together. Dor saw Awad on an Israeli talk show, promoting “My Fair Lady,” in which she had become an overnight star as Eliza Doolittle. Though Dor had never heard Awad sing, he was “sure that she could sing beautifully” based on the aura of “depth” that she radiated on television. Dor raved to Noa, who in turn called Awad. In another phone interview, Awad picked up



the story. “I was pushing my cart in the supermarket, and I get this phone call, and someone said, ‘Hi, I don’t know if you know me – this is Achinoam Nini.’ I started laughing because ... this is Israel, and this is Achinoam Nini – everybody knows who she is!” They arranged to meet, and “it was love from first sight,” said Awad. “Everything happened on the spot and it was amazing.” Noa and Awad released a popular duo album, which included a Middle-Eastern sounding rendition of the Beatles’ “We Can Work It Out” and “There Must Be Another Way,” a song they co-wrote and sang in Hebrew, Arabic and English as Israel’s entry in the 2009 Eurovision Song Competitoin. Awad came out last June with her first solo album, “Bahlawan” (Acrobat). Monday night, Awad performed three chant-like songs in Arabic, her voice haunting and husky, with astounding high range. She also played the guitar. Noa then returned to the stage with Dor and Zohar. She and Awad performed duets. including the waltz-like “Will You Dance With Me” and culminating with “There Must Be a Better Way” and “We Can Work It Out.” The women’s voices blended seamlessly. “We sound like the same person,” Noa said during the telephone interview. “It's hard to tell us apart sometimes. ... There’s something transcendental in this collaboration.” The audience agreed, with a standing ovation.



Tribute raises $200,000 for Israeli water The Jewish National Fund raised $200,000 with its Farewell Tribute Dinner and Concert Monday night at the Back Bay Event Center. Some 200 people attended the dinner, which honored Nadav Tamir, consul general of Israel to New England, and Colonel (Res.) Sharon Davidovich, JNF-KKL Israel Emissary. It was followed by a concert featuring Noa and Mira Awad. Tamir leaves Boston this summer after serving in his
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post since 2006. Davidovich started as emissary to the New England Zone of the JNF in 2002. An expert on Israeli water issues, he guided the JNF-Parsons Water Fund from a regional to a USwide effort. Davidovich has moved from Boston to New York to become national director of the water fund. The JNF-Parsons Water Fund is a 10-year plan to create new water resources for Israel and her neighbors. JNF is building



Editorial: Steve Maas, Editor, Ext. 132 Cara Hogan, Sections Editor, Ext. 133 Elise Kigner, Community Editor, Ext. 147 E-mail: [email protected] [email protected]



reservoirs and sustainable wetlands at Ramon Air Force base, drilling near Kibbutz Shamir and harvesting rainwater from school rooftops. The goal is to increase Israel’s high-quality water supply by more than 440 billion gallons by 2020. To date, JNF has built more than 200 reservoirs, adding more than 66 billion gallons of water to Israel’s national water economy. For more information about JNF or the Parsons Water Fund, visit www.jnf.org.
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CORRECTION: A caption that ran with last week’s story on the Israel birthday celebration sponsored by the Israeli Consulate to New England contained an error. Appearing in the picture above with Consul General Nadav Tamir is Rony Yedidia, the deputy consul general.
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Educate each child according to his own way, and even when he is old, he will not depart from it. Proverbs 22:6



In Honor of Jane Taubenfeld Cohen Head of School The South Area Solomon Schechter Day School



Sigal Eshet with her daughter, Avigail, of Newton.



Pitching in for Avigail Continued from Page 1 can be with her,” said her father, Dani Eshet, who is a historian for Facing History and Ourselves, the Holocaust education nonprofit. Besides her bed and toys, Avigail’s large space includes an oxygen tank; a nurse’s lounge with a couch, computer and supplies; a bathroom; and a storage room with a refrigerator, washer and dryer. The renovation project has completely changed life in the Eshet family. Before, Avigail required the upstairs living room and bathroom. “A whole section of the house was controlled by her, and her presence – however pleasant it is – was demanding,” said Eshet. “In the past everything was shut down. We had to walk on tip toes all day long.” The project would have cost an estimated $150,000, but thanks to donated materials and labor, the family paid only $20,000. “The economy was in poor shape, but a lot of people came through,” said Eshet, who like his wife, Sigal, is a native of Israel. “There was a beautiful web of connections. First our family and friends, who did a lot to get this started. Then Dalia [Tamari] and the Israeli community, and then BAGB, [the Builders Association of Greater Boston], which has no affiliation to us, helped.” Tamari, a family friend and owner of Dalia Kitchen Design, helped organize the project and donated cabinets and other materials. BAGB donated the labor, connecting the family to a group of Irish and Greek construction workers who helped, said Eshet, because they felt it was the right thing to do. “We all know there are tensions sometimes, but this was a moment of beauty and of communities getting together,” said Eshet.



The family’s project was featured by the NECN program “New England Dream House” this month. Avigail’s mother, who works as a physician at Brigham and Women’s Hospital, said she was surprised how quickly Avigail adjusted to the space. “It was designed around her and everything she likes was there at hands reach. She can run around, and it’s safe,” said Sigal Eshet. “As hard as it is to transition her to new things, she immediately felt comfortable.” Sigal said it was more difficult for her and her husband to adjust to the change. “The hard part is we got so used to having a nurse and her under our eyes,” Eshet said. “After she moved, one of us could be down there with the nurse and take care of her almost with complete quiet and [her little brother] Yoni could run up here and have a normal life. Before, we had to whisk him upstairs or take him away.” Eshet said her husband faces a new but welcome challenge now: adjusting to a private life. “There was one day she was down with the nurse. She went to sleep and so did Yoni. It was dead quiet, and we’re like, what do we do now?” said Sigal. “It’s very strange. We could take up a book and read.” Sigal admitted that she initially doubted the project would ever come to pass. “I thought it was too big for us,” she said. “We were so overwhelmed by Avigail’s medical care, having to work, and I was pregnant at the time. I thought there were too many things going on, and it was too expensive. “But then I was talked into it by my husband, and I think that the outcome is a billion times more beautiful and useful than I ever thought it would be.”



Sigal Eshet says everything her daughter likes is within hand’s reach.



You have opened the gates for so many children to learn in our school, enabling us to give the gift of a Jewish education. …from the SASSDS Board of Directors, Administration, Faculty, Staff, Parents, and Students



Mazal-tov on receiving the First Annual S’fatai Tiftach Award at the Center for Jewish Special Education’s GISHA Conference at Hebrew College: “Teaching Hebrew to Diverse Learners: from Concept to Classroom”



For K (Gan Aleph)-8th grade admissions for the 2010-2011 school year, please email Sandi Morgan Dunn, Director of Admissions, at [email protected] or call 781-752-7798. One Commerce Way, Norwood, MA 02062



JANE TAUBENFELD COHEN, Head of School
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Brandeis students spar over Oren



For All the Men in Your Family!



By Cara Hogan Advocate Staff The battle lines are forming as Brandeis students organize for and against the university’s decision to invite Israeli Ambassador Michael Oren as commencement speaker. Hannah Vickers, a graduating senior, said she is upset by the choice. “To me, graduation is the last chance for my grade to come together and be united, our last chance to all agree on one thing
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and put our differences aside,” Vickers said. “Oren, regardless of what you think of his politics, is a divisive figure.” Vickers said she personally doesn’t agree with Oren’s views and would rather have heard from another one of the recipients of the honorary degrees. “I would have been honored to hear from Paul Farmer of Partners in Health, a huge advocate of social justice and of Haiti Relief. … He could have embodied what Brandeis stands for.” Students have started multiple Facebook pages about the issue, including “Commencement Was Supposed to Be About Us: Against Michael Oren as Speaker.” which has more than 200 members and includes a pictures of Oren’s face with the word “Fail.” Vickers said opposition may reflect student dissatisfaction with the man who invited him, Brandeis President Jehuda Reinharz, who is stepping down next year. “I hope he listens to the voices of the students and selects someone else,” said Vickers, who said she e-mailed the president. Senior Adam Ross has started a petition of students and alumni in support of Oren’s speech. “I thought it was a decision that is appropriate given Brandeis’ history as a school that is strongly connected with the Jewish community



Historian compares Jews with Muslims of France By Ariel Wittenberg Special to the Advocate
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Living at Orchard Cove allows you to create the kind of lifestyle that truly suits your tastes and interests. Picture yourself spending time among friends who enjoy the same things you do—fine cuisine, cultural activities, and stimulating lectures. Stay active and healthy with our personalized wellness programs, part of our fullyaccredited continuing care facility. Flexible financing options available. Schedule a tour, and see for yourself how Orchard Cove can bring you the life you’ve always envisioned. You can schedule a tour by calling 781-821-1730.
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and has Jewish sponsorship,” said Ross. “It follows the legacy of Louis Brandeis, who was a proponent of the Zionist movement in America.” “We call on all members of the Brandeis community to fully embody the rich academic quality and sophistication of our university and receive Ambassador Oren’s speech respectfully, regardless of personal opinions regarding the country that Ambassador Oren represents,” reads the petition, which had garnered 127 signatures as of Tuesday. Ross said he understood objections to Oren “as someone who can polarize the campus and turn commencement into a political event.” But he added that did not justify the heated rhetoric in student blogs and newspapers. “There was a lot of incitement against Israel, accusing Oren of war crimes and genocide, and a lot of anti-Israel and anti-Zionist sentiments were being expressed through these venues,” said Ross. In February, hecklers interrupted a speech by Oren at the University of California in Irvine. “My biggest concern is I worry people will be disrespectful during commencement,” Ross said. “Brandeis has a long history of inviting controversial speakers and the student body in the past has demonstrated intellectual respect; I hope it will continue.”



The plight of Muslims in France today recalls that of the Jews in that nation in the past, a symposium at Brandeis was told last week. “The Jews yesterday, the Muslims today,” said Jonathan Judaken, an associate professor of history at the University of Memphis, referring to the Dreyfus affair of the 1890s and the 1940s Vichy era. “The difference is that in France, Jews have had the time to succeed and move up the social ladder,” Judaken said. “Many of the problems between Jews and the French have been acknowledged publicly and worked through.” Judaken, who was a scholar in residence 2006-2007 at the US Holocaust Memorial Museum, spoke at the program “Muslims, Jews and the European Question,” hosted by the Tauber Institute for the Study of European Jewry. Judaken explored the relationship between French Jews and French Muslims in the face of policies banning religious symbols and apparel, such as the Muslim headscarf and burka, from public schools. France is home to one of the most diverse religious populations in Europe, with 550,000 Jews and 5 million Muslims among its 61 million people. While the law regarding religious garments has affected some Jews who sought to wear kippot to class, it has been more of an issue with Muslim girls since enforcement was tightened in 2003. Judaken noted that as many



Muslims are recent immigrants from former French colonies in Africa they tend to be poorer and less integrated. “When we think of the French-Muslim dichotomy, it’s like the white-black dichotomy in the United States,” Judaken said. “This isn’t just a religion problem, it’s a class thing and a race thing.” The policy against religious paraphernalia has divided activists and scholars. “Even though 70 percent of French supported the ban when the law was passed, widespread differences of opinions by Jews, Catholics and feminists show the complexity of this issue,” Judaken said. France’s chief Rabbi Joseph Sitruk was one of the first to oppose the ban, saying that the country should interpret its mandated secularism as a cultural plurality, much like the United States, where all religions are accepted and respected though there is no national faith. Other Jews argue that allowing headscarves into schools is “appeasement,” Judaken said. “They believe schools should be a place of discipline where students are pleased to forget their community of origin, not a congregate of ghettos.” In contrasting the Muslim and Jewish experiences in France, Judaken noted that religion plays a different role in each group’s lives. “Judaism is more than a religion,” Judaken said. “You don’t have to be religious or wear a kippah to be a Jew. Even in a strictly secular society, Jews are cohesive because they share a common culture, ethnicity and nationality in addition to a religion.”
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Bright ideas from Israel Innovation forum at shul, Museum of Science By Jason M. Rubin Special to the Advocate Sustainable energy for Africa. Solar technology for power plants. Startup companies in numbers that leave the West green with envy. Amazing what can grow in a desert – when the desert is Israel. Israeli ingenuity is on display this weekend as Congregation Mishkan Tefila in Chestnut Hill hosts the Israeli Innovation Weekend. Programs will also be held at Boston’s Museum of Science. “This event will showcase just how advanced Israeli technology is, and the potential that this technology offers for the rest of the world,” said spokesman David Ball. Activities kick off Friday night, April 30, at Mishkan Tefila with a keynote address by Asaf Vitman, minister of economic affairs for the Israeli embassy in Washington. Vitman will discuss the evolution of Israel’s economy from its founding six decades ago to today. On Saturday, May 1, Sivan Borowich-Ya’ari, founder and president of Jewish Heart for Africa, will discuss her organization’s work in delivering sustainable Israeli technologies to villages in Tanzania, Uganda and Ethiopia. Borowich-Ya’ari – who was born in Israel, raised in France and educat-



ed in the United States – conceived of Jewish Heart while working for the United Nations Development Program in Africa. “To date we have installed solar energy technologies in schools, clinics, orphanages, chicken farms and synagogues,” Borowich-Ya’ari said. “Our work has three positive results: We are saving African lives, supporting the Israeli economy, and helping to improve the image of Israel in Africa.” The organization is piloting a wind turbine project to complement its solar power and water pumping systems. Following a $50 per head gala Saturday night at the temple, the event continues on Sunday morning, May 2, at the Museum of Science with the opening of a weeklong exhibit showcasing technological innovations, Israeli companies and universities. Dr. Rafael Beyar, CEO and director general of the Rambam Health Care Campus in Haifa, will give the keynote address (see related story). After the keynote, Dr. Ory Zik, a serial entrepreneur who founded Heliofocus in the central Israeli city of Ness Ziona, will discuss how his company harnesses the power of the sun in the form of extremely hot air for more efficient generation of electricity.



Using technology licensed from the Weizmann Institute of Science, Zik said, “we leveraged that research to develop a specialized dish that converts sunlight not to energy, but to heat. We have been able to use the sun to heat air to a temperature of 1,600° Fahrenheit.” American investor Michael Granoff, who in 2006 launched the first venture capital fund in Israel devoted to clean energy technologies, will deliver the boldy titled talk “How to Run a Country Without Oil – and How Israel Will Be First.” The key step is moving from gas to electric-powered cars, said Granoff, who will outline the necessary infrastructure changes. The event concludes Sunday night at Mishkan Tefila with a panel discussion on the future of Israeli innovation and technology moderated by Dan Senor, co-author of “Start-up Nation: The Story of Israel’s Economic Miracle.” Israel Innovation Weekend is Congregation Mishkan Tefila’s third annual Alan J. Tichnor Memorial Event, organized by Sid and Nancy Ljefer in honor of her father, the late CMT president and philanthropist. For more on Israeli Innovation Weekend, visit iiweekend.com.



On the front lines of Israeli medicine Dr. Rafael Beyar, CEO and director general of the Rambam Health Care Campus in Haifa, spoke with Advocate correspondent Jason M. Rubin in advance of his talk Sunday morning at the Museum of Science. Beyar is appearing as part of Israeli Innovation Weekend and a weeklong Israeli exhibit at the museum. Q. Where are the latest and most promising life science breakthroughs happening: in universities, research institutions like Rambam, the military, the private sector? Do you feel that funding for biomedical research in general is sufficient in Israel? A. Ideas come from individual physicians, from university scientists, and from the private industry, as well as from engineers who work in one of the security industries. The incubators in Israel have been a fuel for many new startup companies. A well-known example of a technology developed with military knowledge from missile technology is from Given Imaging, a company that developed a small “pill” camera that you swallow and shows the entire bowel by transmitting images out of the body. This has now transformed gastroenterology diagnosis all over the world. Almost all the successes in the medical device industry in Israel have had strong ties with the Rambam campus, either in concept or in preclinical animal studies, or in clinical studies. In spite of our record for success, however, there is not enough funding



Dr. Rafael Beyar head of Rambam Hospital in Haifa. for biomedical research. Most of the large investments come from private money. University and hospital-based biomedical research is underfunded and requires a major upgrading. Q. How are Israeli and Boston-area researchers collaborating now? A collaboration in developing immunologic therapies for cancer is ongoing among Harvard, Beth Israel and Rambam. A center was just recently founded by the institutions and was inaugurated in Haifa this week. There also is an Israeli incubator company called Corindus that is now in Boston developing robotics for catheterization. Q. How has Israel’s (and Rambam’s) experience in handling large-scale disaster relief and trauma cases fostered advances in emergency health care? A. Rambam over the years has become the leading trauma center in Israel in both quantity and quality of care. Our trauma team has formed an international



school, and we train trauma management all over the world. … Rambam was under fire for a full month during the second Lebanon war. At that time we did not have a protected emergency room or underground facilities. We have just finished building a new, fortified emergency room that is protected against chemical warfare. We are also building a regional underground hospital, which will be able to treat 2,000 patients in emergency situations and also under a chemical attack. This is the first one in Israel and the largest and only one of its kind in the world. Q. How does Rambam promote patient care, research, and education? A. First and foremost, we are committed to bringing the best medical care to our patients. This is a mission that has been carried out at Rambam for decades. Education of the next generation is done in collaboration with [Technion’s] Rappaport Faculty of Medicine, which is on our campus. We are a primary teaching hospital for medical students, nurses, paramedical professionals, and the community. We also build infrastructure for research, and we have launched a program to bring physician scientists to Haifa and Israel through the Legacy Rambam Research Institute. We try to provide funds for innovative ideas, and we work hard to get new technologies to our patients as soon as they are proven and available.



Rabbi Albert I. Gordon Religious School Temple Emanuel, Newton



Kindergarten age Children and Parents Please join us at an Open House! Sunday, May 2, 2010 9:15 – 10:00am Come learn about our wonderful program and meet our staff! Juice and cookies will be served. Please RSVP to Religious School Office: [email protected] We look forward to welcoming you on May 2nd! Temple Emanuel, 385 Ward Street, Newton MA 02459 617-558-8120



The Original The



The Only



BUTCHERIE



Since 1964



New England’s Award Winning Kosher Super Market



Find us in Brookline....and No-Where Else 428 Harvard St. - 617-731-9888



Mon. & Tues. 7am-6pm • Wed. & Thurs. 7am-8pm • Fri. 7am-2pm • Sun. 7am-4pm



PRICES EFFECTIVE: SUN. 5/2 – FRI. 5/7 Skinless & Boneless



Chicken Cutlets Family Pack ..................................lb $4.99 Lean & Delicious



Filet Steaks ...................................................................lb $6.99



• At Our Service Deli Counter •



Our Own Special Recipe Glazed



Roumanian Pastrami Sliced to Order ............lb $12.99



New For The Season



Artichoke & Rice Salad .......................................lb $6.99 Summer Bean Salad ...............................................lb $4.99



• Prepared Foods – Heat & Serve •



Turkey Stuffed Cabbage in Sweet & Sour Sauce ..lb $5.49 Turkey Breast Nuggets ......................................lb $6.99 White Meat Chicken Noodle Soup ........qt $5.49 Gazpacho Soup .........................................................qt $4.49



• Just in Time for Cinco de Mayo •



Hot Salsa Manischewitz .......................................16oz jar $1.99 Jalapeño Spread Guillamo ............................16oz jar $1.99 Garden of Eatin – White or Blue Corn



Restaurant Tortilla Chips Jumbo Bags ............ $6.99 Avo King Guacamole Individual Portion Packs 12oz... $4.79 Mee Tu



• For Your Grocery Needs •



Chinese Marinade 18oz jar $1.00/OFF ... Now Only $3.29 Gold’s Garlic Duck Sauce ............40oz Jar 2 for $5 From the Holyland – Holive Brand Cold-pressed



Extra Virgin Olive Oil



...................................30oz



$ .99
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or Yehuda Plain Your $ Matzos Manischewitz Manischewitz Egg ............Choice 1lb 2 for 3



• This Week’s Wine Selections •



Baron Herzog – California



Chenin Blanc ......................................................750mL $8.99 From Italy – Cantina Gabriele



Cabernet Sauvignon ....................................750mL $8.99 Our store is under the strict Orthodox supervision of Rabbi Mordecai Twersky. All meats are deveined, soaked and salted.
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One Stop Shopping for Boys & Young Men



We’ve Suited Up Thousands of Bar Mitzvah Boys! LARGEST SELECTION IN THE GREATER BOSTON AREA!



Boys Suits from



14990



$



Boys Blazers from



9990



$



Free Tailoring Included*



JOSEPH ABBOUD • IKE BEHAR • HICKEY FREEMAN • POLO • ZANIERI & more!



SIZES 8-22 REGULAR & HUSKY *BASIC ALTERATIONS



SIMON & SONS



210 Needham Street • Newton, MA • 617-969-8844 HOURS: Monday, Tuesday, Friday, Saturday 10AM-6PM Wednesday & Thursday 10AM-8PM • Sunday 12PM-5PM



make



mom’s day Super Deal



95



$



Was $195 Compare at $395



80" Long 8-8.5mm White Cultured Pearl Endless Necklace also available in pink, black and brown



Because we’re offering this Super Deal at an exceptionally low price, no other discounts apply.



No payments for up to 12 months Minimum in-store purchase required. Plus NO interest if you pay in full by the promotion end date. The Ross-Simons Preferred Account is subject to credit approval as determined by the lender, CIT Bank, Salt Lake City, UT and is available to US customers who are of legal age in their state of residence. You must pay with the Ross-Simons Preferred Account to qualify for the offer. Your purchase will be a Deferred Payment Option under the Ross-Simons Preferred Account Terms and Conditions. Offer expires on 7/31/10. See store associate for details.



The Shops at Prudential Center, Boston 617.262.0935 The Atrium Mall, Chestnut Hill 617.965.5300 Natick Collection 508.655.2956 ross-simons.com
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Aliza Mille never restsr



She never missed game at a soccer Gann Academ she keep y; can College? it up at Connect icut
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Jews’ story
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Taste of Sharon hopes to lure more Jews to town Continued from Page 1 Apartments on South Main Street, a half a mile from the train station. The apartments, which officially opened this month in a converted school, are being marketed as “Shabbat friendly,” meaning they are within the eruv and people can use regular keys instead of electronic swipe cards on Shabbat. Next we headed to Striar Hebrew Academy of Sharon and Young Israel of Sharon, which share a building on Ames Street. I peered into a first-grade Judaic studies class. On the wall hung an American flag and a poster with the names of the colors in Hebrew. The class was taught entirely in Hebrew. The eight girls and boys, who donned brightly-colored kippot, peered up at their teacher. At the school, students split their times between general and Jewish studies, though the two are not always separate. Sixth graders, for example, learned about nutrition by drawing up a restaurant menu in Hebrew and English, with prices in dollars and shekels. They learned what makes food healthy, and what makes it kosher. On weekday mornings, the sanctuary is used first by Young Israel, and then by the students. Most of the school’s 115 students also belong to Young Israel, as do many of the teachers, meaning it is likely students will run into their principal on Saturday mornings. Head of School Dr. Richard Wagner told me, “The children know they are loved and cared for and not only taught and academically nurtured.” Young Israel, which co-owns Striar Hebrew Academy’s elementary school building, was founded in 1972 by members of Temple Israel of Sharon, a conservative shul. At the beginning, they met in Temple Israel’s basement. Temple leaders say this has made their relationship closer than what is typical among shuls of different denominations. Rabbi Meir Sendor of Young Israel teaches classes at Temple Israel, and he teaches a Jewish meditation class at his own synagogue that draws people from the Reform and Conservative movements. Though the rabbi said the majority of his congregants grew up Orthodox, a large contingent became more observant later in life. His 170-household congregation is also marked by its Zionism: He said in his 30 years as rabbi at the shul, at least 10 families from his congregation have made aliyah. By 3 p.m., school was letting out, so we headed to the beach: Sharon’s Lake Massapoag. The lake once attracted vacationers to Sharon, including composer Leonard Bernstein. In the early 1900s, his father, Samuel Bernstein, helped found Temple Adath Sharon, the oldest congregation in Sharon. The congregation started as a seasonal minyan



Above: Students from Striar Hebrew Academy of Sharon. Right: Temple Sinai of Sharon, the town’s only affiliated Reform shul, has close to 450 households. and by the 1950s it was open year round. Sharon was the “vacation destination of the Jews of Dorchester,” Rabbi Sendor said. “It was like the Catskills was to New York.” Today, Raub told me, families lounge at the beach on Shabbos; at Rosh Hashanah, congregants gather around rabbis standing on rocks and throw bread into the water to symbolize the casting off of their sins. Leaving the lake, we drove past the Chabad Center of Sharon, making our way to Temple Sinai, a Reform temple with close to 450 households. There I ran into Rabbi Joseph Meszler, who told me about his 52-yearold shul. The only affiliated Reform shul in the area, Temple Sinai also draws from Stoughton, Canton, Walpole and Foxborough. The temple offers a preschool through a partnership with the South Area Jewish Community Center, as well as adult education courses. It also has an eclectic gift shop, with such items as a Red Sox tallis, an Elmo tzedakah box, Israeli jewelry and mugs labeled “Mah Jong Maven” and “Please no kvetching till I had my coffee.” Congregation Klal Yisrael in Sharon worships in the Reform tradition, though it is unafilliated. From Temple Sinai, we briefly peeked in Temple Israel, a shul founded 75 years ago that now has 630 families. We also drove past Congregation Etz Chaim, an Orthdox shul. Our next stop was not in Sharon, but it attracts Jewish Sharonites. We walked into the Butcherie II in Canton, with such items as New York brisket and whole-wheat frozen challah.



There we bumped into Dr. Hedy Wald, who has lived in Sharon for 25 years; her daughter, Chana was in the first class at Striar Hebrew Academy. She said when she and her husband first moved to Sharon from Brookline, everyone at Young Israel already knew her name from a volunteer form she sent to the school. What she does she love most about the town? “The tapestry of interconnection is so rich.” Beyond the Butcherie II, the Shaws in Sharon offers kosher baked goods and kosher meats. A Whole Foods in Dedham has organic kosher foods. Sharon’s Woods Inn is a kosher bed-andbreakfast and Sweethearts Three offers kosher chocolate. It was getting late and I was hungry, so I hopped on the train to Boston. Back in the office, I made some calls to find out more about two of Sharon’s newest Jewish organizations, which aren’t based in any one place. The two rabbis running the four-year-old Community Kollel of Sharon hold regular classes at two of the conservative shuls and two of the Orthodox shuls. Their community Shabbat dinners draw people from all denominations. Last year, Miriam Smirnov started a branch of Shira Chadasha, an Orthodox congregation that encourages greater participation of women in services. The 30 congregants, most of whom also belong to Young Israel, use a mechitza, but women lead Kabbalat Shabbat. Want to see Sharon for yourself? To register for “Taste of Sharon,” contact Susie at [email protected] (781784-8724) or Deborah at [email protected].
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Brandeis in hot water with Tea Party movement By Ariel Wittenberg



Professor Sabine von Mering, director of the center, said she and her colleagues were Brandeis University found caught off guard by the strong itself under attack from right- reaction. She said they decided leaning media, angered by ad- to include the Tea Party in the vertising that included a conference because “we always swastika for an academic con- find it is helpful for students if ference that included a paper we give them a reference point on the Tea Party movement. within the United States to Wednesday’s conference, compare Europe to.” “New Right-Wing Radicalism: a “The Tea Party is the most Transatlantic Perspective,” was recent political phenomenon sponsored by the university’s on the Right,” she said. “It Center for German and Euro- would be strange to talk about pean Studies. It featured pa- the radical right without makpers primarily about the Euro- ing the connection.” pean Right wing and neoShe acknowledged that the Nazism in the United States. swastika was provocative, but Only one discussed the Tea that the intention was to draw Party movement, “From Tea students to the event. “We usuParties to Armed Militias.” ally have trouble attracting stuThe paper itself didn’t draw dents to these types of events, fire, but the logo used to pub- and the swastika not only fit licize the overall conference – the topic but also seemed like a swastika inside the interna- it would gain us some attentional symbol tion.” of negation – Indeed, it caused some was not until to suggest G r a h a m Brandeis was picked up on equating the the conference Tea Party with that von Merneo-Nazism. ing heard any Radio talk complaints host Michael about its topic Graham lit or advertiseinto the conments. ference Friday “ T h o s e on his mid-day fliers were up show on 96.9 for about a Boston. Fox week before News hosts we heard anyGlen Beck and thing about it. Megyn Kelly There was no also picked up on-campus reon the contro- After protests, Brandeis pulled sponse at all,” versy. this poster advertisin a forum she said. “StuIn an inter- on right-wing radicalism. dents only got view, Graham riled up once said he was alerted to the they heard Fox News had anyforum by an email from a Bran- thing to say about it.” deis student. He then looked Beck, on his nationally synat the Web site, where, among dicated radio show, and Megyn other things, he was upset by Kelly, anchor of “America Live” the link to a video of the recent on the Fox News Channel, disTea Party rally in Boston featur- cussed the events on air Friday. ing Sarah Palin. Beck said the university’s “[The rally] is something use of the swastika was not that I personally helped publi- surprising given it was named cize, and here you have Bran- after Supreme Court Justice deis linking me, essentially, to Louis D. Brandeis. Neo Nazis,” Graham said in an “When [Louis Brandeis] interview. died, he died wealthy and he He said he was also bothered left a legacy fund for social jusby the description of the con- tice, so it’s not surprising that ference as including “discus- Brandeis would bring this sion of a wide range of move- swastika to represent the Tea ments and activities in the Unit- Party,” Beck said. In fact, the ed States, from the extreme and social justice fund was estabviolent to the Tea Party, as a lished by Brandeis Class of ’57, point of comparison.” not by Louis Brandeis. After Graham voiced his ob“Brandeis is putting the jections on air, the Center for Nazi symbol up and saying German and European Studies they are doing a symposium on was besieged with phone calls how the Tea Party Movement is and e-mails from enraged Tea a Nazi-styled movement,” Beck Partiers. added. By the weekend, the univerAccording to von Mering, sity had removed the link to neither Kelly nor Beck contactthe Tea Party rally from the ed the university before comconference’s Website, issued menting on air. At the end of an official apology about its Friday’s segment, Kelly did use of the swastika and re- offer to give the university an moved the swastikas from opportunity to respond. Howfliers advertising the event. ever, the network canceled a Special to the Advocate



segment scheduled to air Monday that would have featured Andrew Gulley, Brandeis senior vice president for communications and external affairs. Neither Kelly nor Beck responded to requests to comment on their coverage. “Honestly, what I see is that [the controversy] has nothing to do with the conference,” von Mering said. “This is just people wanting to confirm stereotypes of universities as



havens for aggressively liberal progressives.” “This is not based on facts. I have people calling to tell me that Hitler was extreme Left wing and that therefore Obama is the real fascist,” she continued. “This response is just mind-blowing.” Von Mering added that she believed the university’s reputation as a school with Jewish roots had complicated the publicity the conference has



received. “These people aren’t interested in German studies; they are interested in Brandeis as a Jewish university using the swastika for what they would call our liberal agenda,” she said. Graham said he planned to attend the conference. “I do want to know how they could have made this connection that I think is intellectually indefensible,” he said. “Who knows, maybe I’ll learn something.”



ENTERING THEIR WORLD, T H E I R R E A L I T Y:



How Would I Feel? Presented by Mal Allard, Nurse and Alzheimer’s Consultant



T UESDAY, M AY 4 TH R EFRESHMENTS • 6:30 PM P RESENTATION



6:00 PM



J A Benchmark Senior Living Community



50 Sutherland Road Brighton, MA



617-566-1700



www.benchmarkquality.com Entrance on Chiswick Road



S PACE



oin us to learn how to cope with the daily challenges of caring for a loved one with Alzheimer’s by walking in their shoes. Discover how people with Alzheimer’s and dementia may feel or think within their disease process, and how to create positive communication and interactions.
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Founded in 1902



A minister speaks up for Israel It took a Presbyterian to accomplish what no Jew could do at last week’s Israel birthday bash, thrown by the Consulate General of Israel to New England. Reverend Hurmon Hamilton of the Roxbury Presbyterian Church got the ebullient crowd’s attention with a call-and-rePHOTOS BY NIR LANDAU sponse of “Thank G-d for Reverend Hurmon Hamilton Israel.” The minister also demonstrated the value of the Jewish Community Relations Council’s program of sending non-Jewish leaders to Israel. Hamilton, who long has had close ties with Boston’s Jewish community, went on last year’s clergy tour. “He had questions about the politics. He wanted to understand this country we’re so attached to,” said Nancy K. Kaufman, JCRC executive director. Kaufman said JCRC escorts some three dozen people prominent in nonprofits, business and politics to Israel each year. “We meet with Palestinians, members of the left, right and center,” she said. “We really believe that the facts should speak for themselves.” With Hamilton, JCRC not only impressed a supporter in the black community, but one in a denomination whose leadership has not exactly been sympathetic with the Jewish State. The minister told the crowd last week that seeing Israeli soldiers made him think of his own son and how if he were Israeli, he “would have to pay the high cost of freedom at any time.” Hamilton added, “That experience changed me. And when I go to the Presbyterian conference this summer, and they contemplate passing a plan to divest from Israel, I’m going to tell them that is insanity.” To that, we say, Amen.



Turning away from history Between 1915 and 1916, the Young Turk government of the Ottoman Empire murdered more than 1 million Armenians. The Armenian Genocide has been recognized by numerous governments, including those of Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Russia, Sweden and Switzerland. It has been acknowledged by such important international organizations as the European Parliament, the Council of Europe and the World Council of Churches, as well as such academic organizations and think tanks as the International Association of Genocide Scholars and the International Center for Transitional Justice. But the United States – the world’s self-proclaimed beacon of democracy and freedom, its “shining citadel on the hill” – refuses to label the murders as genocide. Recently, the House of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs narrowly passed a non-binding resolution calling on President Barack Obama to so recognize the killings. But the president refused. His secretary of state vowed, in a press conference in Guatemala, to “fight hard” to block such recognition. Speaking about the Armenian Genocide during his presidential campaign, Obama declared: “The Bush Administration’s refusal to label the killings as Genocide is inexcusable.” “America,” he added, “deserves a leader who speaks truthfully about the Armenian Genocide and responds forcefully to all genocides.” And then he made a promise: “I intend to be that leader.” As we mark the 95th anniversary of the killings, it is worthwhile considering what has moved the president to “fight hard” for a position he has described as “inexcusable?” Why has he decided that America no longer deserves a



leader that will “speak truthfully about the Armenian Genocide”? Administration officials have offered a few answers to these questions in recent weeks. None of them are persuasive. First, we are told that Turkey and Armenia are in the process of “normalizing” their turbulent relationship and that an American recognition of the genocide might undermine such efforts. This argument makes little sense. Surely, Turkey and Armenia are moving closer because it serves the national interests of both. If that wasn’t the case, there would be no reconciliation, even if the US promised up and down that the Armenian Genocide would never be recognized. And if such a rapprochement does serve the nations’ current interests, it will happen regardless of what the Americans say about the events of 1915-1916. Furthermore, even if Armenia agreed to cease demanding recognition for the genocide once a



Why has Obama decided that America no longer deserves a leader that will ‘speak truthfully about the Armenian Genocide’? peace treaty with Turkey was finalized, the US would still be justified in formally acknowledging the genocide. Armenia does not have exclusive proprietary rights on the memory of the Armenian Genocide, just as Israel does not have such rights when it comes to the memory of the Holocaust. There is a human (rather than Armenian) interest in the killings being acknowledged and documented. Second, the administration is worried that angering Turkey might harm the war effort in Iraq and Afghanistan. What if the Turks refuse to let us use Incirlik airbase in southeastern Turkey for supplying our troops in Iraq? What if they pull out their soldiers from the NATO mission in Afghanistan? Again, the concern seems unfounded: An army that deploys drones controlled from thousands of miles away and invents wearable digital



radios can figure out an alternative supply route. And, with due respect to the Turkish forces, the success of the mission in Afghanistan will not rise and fall on the withdrawal of 1,700 non-combat Turkish troops. More important, our military leadership in Iraq and Afghanistan keeps reminding us that winning counter-insurgency campaigns depends, crucially, on gaining the trust of the local population. It’s not hard to imagine what the Iraqis and Afghans think about us when they hear Secretary Hillary Clinton vowing to fight hard for the cause of genocide deniers. It is also easy to imagine what they would think of us if they heard that we don’t only talk about promoting values such as truth telling and accountability, but actually practice and promote them. Walking the talk can be a powerful strategic asset. A third worry concerns the international effort to impose sanctions on Iran. Turkey now holds a rotating seat on the UN Security Council. What if, in its wrath, it refuses to support the sanctions Washington is promoting against Iran? Again, the worry seems naïve. Turkey shares a border with Syria, Iran and Iraq. It will either support or refuse to support such sanctions based on its national interest. The assumption that Turkish foreign policy is completely governed by some medieval sense of honor rather than by a cool assessment of its position is both mistaken and, frankly, disrespectful of the Turks. “History,” wrote poet Maya Angelou on the occasion of Bill Clinton’s inauguration, “despite its wrenching pain, cannot be unlived. But, if faced with courage, need not be lived again.” Like both presidents that came before him, Obama is not facing history with courage when it comes to the Armenian tragedy. Heartbreakingly, he is joining the ignoble American tradition of indifference on genocide. Such indifference increases the chances that the bloody history of the 20th century will, indeed, be “lived again” in the 21st. Nir Eisikovits is the director of Suffolk University’s Program in Ethics and Public Policy. His book “Sympathizing with the Enemy: Reconciliation, Transitional Justice, Negotiation” will be published this spring.
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In last week’s Advocate, Charles Jacobs, recalling his protest at the opening of the Roxbury mosque last year, references a brief encounter he had with a local imam regarding the issue of slavery in Sudan. Apparently in light of my – and Boston Workmen's Circle's – efforts to build relationships with Boston’s Muslim community, Jacobs challenged me to “persuade” the imam in question to take a different position than the one Jacobs



believes he had taken during the encounter. I hope and expect that Jacobs and I can agree that we all have an obligation to be vigilant and to name human rights abuses wherever, and by whomever, they’re committed. As I see it, though, “gotcha” moments – like the one Jacobs described in his column – advance the ball not at all. If he’s concerned, as I hope he is, in building a Boston, and a world, in which people from diverse backgrounds can find common ground around core human values, then I humbly offer that respectful, sustained conversa-



tion and communication – especially here in the community we share – is likely to prove far more effective than belligerent confrontation. And so I respond to Jacobs' challenge with one of my own: I ask him to sit down with a Muslim community leader over coffee, here in Boston, not just once, but often, and not to “catch” him or her, but to talk and listen. In Jacobs' view, is that proposal simply too outlandish to entertain? surely hope not. MICHAEL FELSEN President, Boston Workmen’s Circle
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OUR TURN By



Liz Manlin



Enough with the what-ifs In a recent catch-up conversation with a non-Jewish friend, I had a realization and verbalized it: “My life is really good.” My friend beamed. I cringed. Is that OK to say? Am I a traitor to my people for even having that thought, let alone believing it? I think I even said out loud: “I’m sorry, but it’s true.” As a member of the tribe, I’ve had my fair experience with the “kinna hurra complex” – the Jewish tendency to think the worst may happen – will definitely happen – is happening right now! As a child, my mind frequently wandered to that catastrophic place as I belabored all the possible “what-if ” scenarios in my head and out loud, much to my father’s dismay. “Enough with the what-ifs!” he would interject. But that was my way of understanding the world. I was scared of what might happen, and I tried, with all my might, to prepare myself for any potential disaster. I don’t think I was born this way. I don’t think I came into the world expecting the worst. So what happened? Why was I so sick with worry? If my dad was being so hard on me about my worry pattern maybe that meant that something was wrong with me. Then I remembered my family preparing to leave the house for a night out. The amount of time it took to exit was disproportionate to the amount of By



Tom Mountain



Capture the flag The local media was quick to cover the anti-Israel protest in front of the Israeli Consulate in Park Square in Boston. The protest was organized by a cadre of local proPalestinian groups, with most of the participants Arab. A few hundred of them marched in and shut down St. James Street, blocked from the consulate by a barricade of riot police with the requisite shields and batons, as well as at least a dozen officers on horseback. The media was likely alerted by the anti-Israel organizers, as it seemed that every newspaper and TV station turned out. As usual there were no counter protesters – maybe because it was in the middle of a workday or perhaps the Jewish activists who would have been there didn’t get



time we’d actually be gone. Here’s the scene: Everyone rushing from room to room, lost in the minutiae of last-minute clothing changes, double checking that the coffeemaker was turned off, closing and locking every window in the house, asking critically, “Is that all you’re wearing? Do you have an extra layer? You’ll be cold!” – the last admonishment spoken in such a way that “You’ll be cold!” could be mistaken for “You might die!” This urgent behavior was surely confusing to me as a young child. Why were all the adults around me acting so strange and stuffing five extra cardigans in their bags? The members of my family were



I don’t think I was born this way. I don’t think I came into the world expecting the worst. So what happened? Why was I so sick with worry? not born this way. They did not come into the world believing that they may die from chilly weather. Why, then, were they all so sick with worry? As an older young person, I began to resent the ways my parents’ fear and anxiety stifled me because, although they didn’t intend it, my parents’ irrational fears were contagious. I too, at times, feel riddled with anxiety. To this day, I have a hard time exiting my house – often agonizing over whether I packed enough food, layers and reading material to get me through the day. And even still, I sometimes get halfway to the T before I realize that I’ve forgotten my magazine. Oh God! I don’t know if I’m going to make it without The New Yorker! wind of it in time. But there were a few. Outnumbered 100-1, they were cast more in the role of observers. And then it happened. The anti-Israel mob gathered the media to record the big photo op for the 11 p.m. news. The ring leaders held up a large Israeli flag and a torch to burn it for the cameras. Smiling proudly, they were just about to set the flag aflame when someone dashed in with an outstretched arm and grabbed it. In front of the stunned cameramen and even more shocked protesters, the young man sprinted away with the flag, with the angry and embarrassed Arab mob on his heels. The police on horseback followed as the crowd, from all sides, tugged him and quickly dropped him to the pavement. As they started beating him, the baton-swinging cops broke through to the rescue. They pulled him and the flag behind their barricade, as the mob tried to surge in to tear him apart and retrieve the hated Zionist flag. When fists and bottles started flying, the police moved in to disperse the crowd. The young man, later identified by name on local and national media as the videotape was splashed across the country, was spirited away by his two



Sometimes I feel bad for having these patterns. I notice how my fear triggers fear in others who are close to me, especially other Jews. In close-knit Jewish communities that happens all the time. We can be hard on each other for showing our fears because we don’t like how it stirs up our own anxieties; how it feels like a mirror being held up to our faces. But I know that when I’m feeling anxious about leaving the house, the last thing I want someone to say is, “Relax! What’s the big deal? We’re just going to the movies!” Instead, I want tender reassurance or better yet, a playful dramatization of the irrational thought, for example: “Ahhh! The Nazis are coming! They’re marching down the street right now. Grab your valuables! It’s time to panic!” That would surely get me laughing – just the antidote for the anxiety that, moments before, had commanded my behavior. My people were not born this way. At our best, we Jews are confident, relaxed, warm and funny people. So why are we so apprehensive and where do these patterns come from? We must not forget that, not so long ago, it was imperative for us to be constantly on guard; to prepare ourselves for the worst. A history of anti-Semitism has left us with deep hurts – hurts that we pass on from generation to generation. Nevertheless, we Jews have done remarkably well in the face of persecution and anti-Semitism. We have overcome great odds, adapted and evolved. But aren’t we past the point where our paramount concern should be survival? It’s not our fault that we’re scared, but why cling to behaviors that don’t serve us anymore? Liz Manlin is a community organizer and a resident of Cambridge.
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WORLD CUP 2010!



PLAN THE TRIP OF A LIFETIME! 2010 WORLD CUP SOUTH AFRICA WORLD CUP TICKETS • June 11-July 11, 2010 Special Game Packages • Accommodations • Transportation



www.soccerworldcuprental.com Collins 617- 319 -1502 [email protected]



friends to the hospital near Brandeis, still clutching the flag. If you’re wondering why you haven’t heard about this, why it hasn’t popped up on one of the many Israel-related blogs, it’s because it happened long before the Internet. It occurred nearly 28 years ago, in September 1982. Then, as now, the enemies of Israel were doing whatever they could to destroy the Jewish state. Then as now, they protested in large numbers in select cities in America. Then as now, they were hateful, violent and blatantly antiSemitic. So anyone in the American Jewish community who thinks that the current wave of anti-Israel hostility in the public square or on the college campus is some new phenomenon is either under 35 or was secluded in the library when it was in full swing some three decades ago. The enemies of Israel were just as vicious then as they are now. I know, I was there. And at the risk of sounding too melodramatic, I still have the scars to prove it. But at least they never got to burn the Israeli flag that day.
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TEMPLE BNAI MOSHE



PARSHAH



1845 Commonwealth Ave. Brighton 617-254-3620 www.templebnaimoshe.org



Leviticus 21:1- 24:23



EMOR



By



Rabbi



Your Friendly Conservative Synagogue



Shlomo Riskin



THEODORE SCHNEIDER, CANTOR Weekly Services: Friday Evenings at 7:30 P.M. Saturdays at 10:00 A.M. Sunday through Thursday, Call Ahead



Kosher rental accommodations available up to 250 ALL ARE WELCOME Reconnect, Rediscover & Celebrate



THE BOSTON SYNAGOGUE Traditional | Unaffiliated | Egalitarian



Visit www.bostonsynagogue.org 617-523-0453 Welcome wherever you may be on your Jewish journey! … Be part of a friendly, unpretentious community in downtown Boston 55 Martha Road, Boston. In Charles River Park. Nr. MGH/ Red Line,TD Garden/N. Station, Science Park Green Line, Charlestown. Museum Towers. Parking Available



Congregation Or Yisrael of Newton RABBI JONINA S. PRITZKER We warmly welcome you to the Conservative Congregation of the Future



A traditional, egalitarian, participatory synagogue



617-969-3636



[email protected] www.oryisrael.com Kabbalat Shabbat Services 6:00pm See website for locations



Shabbat Morning Services 9:30am 210 Herrick Road, Newton Centre



TEMPLE EMETH



194 Grove Street, Chestnut Hill (617) 469-9400 www.templeemeth.org Fri., April 30 Kabbalat Shabbat at 6:00 P.M. Sat., May 1 at 9:30 A.M. and 7:30 P.M.



Monthly Children's Services Affiliated with The USCJ



MISHKAN TEFILA



300 Hammond Pond Parkway Chestnut Hill • 617-332-7770



Sun., May 2 at 8:30 A.M. and 6:00 P.M.



w w w. m i s h k a n t e f i l a . o r g



Daily Services at 7:00 A.M. and 7:00 P.M.



Alan J. Tichnor Memorial Weekend



All Are Welcome



Israeli Innovation: Healing the World Through Technology Friday Evening, April 30, at 7:30pm ASAF VITMAN Minister of Economic Affairs Israeli Embassy, Washington DC “The Evolution of the Israeli Economy From 1948 to Today”



Rabbi Alan Turetz Michael McCloskey, Cantor-Educator Gennady Konnikov, Musical Director Rav Golan Ben-Chorin, Dir. of Congregational Learning Cynthia C. Levitt, Executive Director Robin Sagarin, Nursery School Director Samara Katz, Rel. School Director



SHABBAT SERVICES



l



Saturday Morning, May 1, at 9:30am SIVAN BOROWICH YA’ARI Founder/President Jewish Heart for Africa “The Story Behind the Jewish Heart for Africa: Bringing Israeli Solar and Agricultural Techonologies to African Villages” Minha/Ma’ariv at 7:30pm



l



Sunday Evening, May 2, at 7:30pm “The Opportunities and Challenges For Israeli Innovation” Panel Discussion Moderated by DAN SENOR author of Start-up Nation



l



Friday Night 6:30 PM



Kabbalat Shabbat & Shabbat Alive Services



Saturday 6:45 AM



Morning Minyan



8:30 AM



Talmud Class Rabbi Gardenswartz



9:30 AM



Shabbat Morning Service



10:30 AM 11:00 AM 7:20 PM



DAILY SERVICES Sundays 8:00am & 6:00pm Legal Holidays 8:00am & 7:00pm Weekdays 7:00am & 7:00pm ALL ARE CORDIALLY WELCOME Rabbi Dr. Geoffrey J. Haber Cantor Aryeh Finklestein Dr. Davin Wolok, Ritual Director Michael Hart, Executive Director Dr. Stephen R. Simons, Educational Dir. Ellen Agulnick, Nursery S. Director



Ruach Shabbat: Gr.K-5 Tot Shabbat (Pre-K) Mincha Service



All are Welcome



To submit a community item, contact Elise Kigner



Temple Emanuel 8FTMFZ (BSEFOTXBSU[ 4FOJPS 3BCCJ t 4BNVFM $IJFM  3BCCJ&NFSJUVTt.JDIFMMF3PCJOTPO 3BCCJt &MJBT3PTFNCFSH )B[[BOt%BOJFM/FTTPO )B[[BO4IFJOJ 385 Ward Street, Newton, MA 02459   sWWWTEMPLEEMANUELCOM



CommunityNews @ TheJewishAdvocate .com



Accepting the stranger Our Biblical portion of Emor concludes with a strange and almost mythical tale of what appears to be the son of a mixed marriage (“the child of an Israelite woman and of one who is an Egyptian man”) who picks a fight with an Israelite and publicly blasphemes. In response, G-d commands that those who heard his blasphemy must place their hands upon the blasphemer’s head and pelt him with stones. The rather terse Biblical account is fraught with textual difficulties. Why does the Bible delineate the same capital punishment in three separate verses? And why tell a gossipy tale of mixed marriage as the prelude to the law of the blasphemer? Why not simply record the crime and its punishment, as is usual in the Bible? The nature of the punishment is also strange. Why do the people who hear the blasphemous words have to place their hands on the head of the criminal? “Laying of the hands” in the Bible generally signifies either a conferral of authority, such as when Moses gives over his authority to Joshua, or a transference of guilt, such as when the High Priest places the sins of the nation upon the head of the scapegoat. Neither of these symbols applies to the blasphemer. Finally, the Biblical description of the blasphemer’s punishment concludes with the seemingly superfluous phrase “he shall be pelted, yes, be pelted, by the entire witness – congregation, stranger as well as citizen.” The next verses in the very same chapter seem to be presenting a totally disparate crime,



THE REBBETZIN



ASK



By



The Rebbetzin KORFF



Personal Shabbos Dear Rebbetzin, Sometimes on Shabbos I go for a walk in the woods, or spend time with my family. I do this because at times I feel more spiritual outside of shul. Should I force myself to go to services even if I don't get much out of them? PERSONAL SHABBOS



“If a man smites the soul of another, he shall die, yes die.” The Bible goes on to record the laws of smiting animals and causing blemishes to other individuals adding kind of obiter dictum: “There shall be one law for you, stranger as well as citizen, for I am the Lord your G-d.” The chapter concludes by returning to the blasphemer, who is to be removed from the encampment and pelted with stones. I believe that the Bible is explaining to us what might have caused a Jew to stoop to blaspheming in public the Lord who had just taken the Israelites out of Egypt with wonders and miracles. The crime was particularly strange since it was a transgression from which the perpetrator derived no “pleasure of the moment;” it only served to express his bitter anger, rebellion and disillusionment. We have already seen that father Jacob needed to discover and accept his own proud identity. He achieved this by freeing himself from his obsession with the hands of Esau, which was internally wreaking havoc with the “wholehearted man, dweller of tents” – his real persona. Only when he had succeeded in doing this could he truly accept “the Lord G-d of Israel” and merit the name Israel. (Indeed each of us receives our basic identity from our parents, from their sense of identity.) The Midrash, cited by Rashi, gives us a fascinating insight into the parents of this Israelite born to a mixed marriage: His Egyptian father was the taskmaster who smote the Hebrew slave and was, in turn, smitten by Moses. Apparently, this man’s self-image was severely damaged, and he yearned for acceptance by the Hebrews! His mother, Shlomit bat Divri from the tribe of Dan, was constantly chattering (“shalom lakh, shalom lakh,” Shlomit would always prattle). She, too, desperately sought acceptance from everyone around her. Two such parents, who came from two very different cultural backgrounds may well have married for the wrong reasons and could hardly have given their son a strong sense of identity as a proud child of Israel. A Midrash, cited by Rashi, reinforces this idea. Picking up on the phrase, “the son of the Israelite woman went out,” it asks: “Where



did he go out from? Rabbi Levi answered, ‘He went out from his world of Judaism.” Even though as the son of a Hebrew woman, Jewish law defined him as a Hebrew, the fact that his father was Egyptian (even though the Midrash states that he converted) caused him to be treated as an outsider. He neither felt himself to be a full Jew, nor did other Jews accept him as one. The Midrash goes on: “He went out frustrated from Moses’ Religious Court. He wanted to establish his tent in the encampment of the tribe of Dan (from his mother’s side), but he was rebuffed – the tribal inheritance followed the male lineage. When Moses sided with the decision of the tribe, he went out and blasphemed.” This young man, certainly an Israelite from a halachic, legal perspective, yearned for acceptance; instead he was rejected. His fight with an Israelite was against the tribe of Dan who removed his tent from their encampment. His resulting sense of alienation caused him to feel alienated from and rejected by the G-d of Israel as well. Indeed, it is almost natural for us to strike out against those whom we perceive as having attacked us! The Talmud similarly teaches that when Timna, a Mediterranean princess, was rejected in her quest for conversion by our Patriarchs, she became mistress to Elifaz (son of Esau) and bore him Amalek. Amalek became Israel’s arch enemy. Rejection breeds rejection and thus the Divine imperative that the rejecting Israelite community must place its hands on the head of the blasphemer because they are grafting onto him their sin of rejection. The blasphemer becomes the community’s scapegoat. The primary message of our redemption from Egypt is that we must “love the stranger [the other], because we were strangers in Egypt.” Hence our Biblical passage emphasizes that rejecting a human being is tantamount to smiting his soul. Only when we truly accept the stranger will G-d truly accept us as His redeemed people!



Dear Personal, Shabbos is a perfect time for taking walks, and for spending time with family, but that doesn’t preclude going to services as well. There is a misunderstanding that Shabbos is the time for going to services, when in fact we should be going to services and praying three times a day, on every day. Perhaps if you became more familiar with services on a daily basis you might find Shabbos services more meaningful – or perhaps you should try different synagogues. Participating in services is a part of our daily lives. You don’t want to miss out on the special meaning it could bring to you.



and meat. When I explain this to my non-Jewish friends, they don't understand how I can keep kosher, but only in certain ways. What should I tell them? SORT OF KOSHER Dear Sort Of, I’m sort of not sure what you expect you should tell them. You are actually not keeping kosher at all, but simply avoiding certain non-kosher foods. By specifying “at home,” you imply you’re not consistent with that when you eat outside of the home. The system of keeping kosher involves a number of aspects. You can certainly observe some and not others. However, to keep kosher, you would have to be much more consistent in terms of avoiding non-kosher foods and not mixing milk and meat.



Somewhat kosher Dear Rebbetzin, My family keeps kosher, in a way. We don’t eat lobster or pork at home, but we do mix milk



Rabbi Shlomo Riskin is chancellor of Ohr Torah Stone and chief rabbi of Efrat, Israel.



Send an e-mail inquiry to [email protected].
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COOKING By



Joni Schockett



Kids, this is for you Sorry Moms, this column is not for you, so hand it over to the kids and your significant “other.” It’s their instructions for Mother’s Day. Hi kids, This column is for you because Sunday, May 9, is Mother’s Day. It’s really not difficult to create a few delicious dishes that will fill up the menu for the day and keep Mom out of the kitchen.



Fabulous French Toast (Dairy) 6 extra large eggs 1 cup fat free vanilla yogurt or soy yogurt 1 teaspoon vanilla extract 1 tablespoon sugar, agave syrup or honey 1 cup milk, soy milk or unsweetened vanilla almond milk 6-8 one-inch thick slices of fresh challah Butter and vegetable oil for frying Break the eggs into a large mixing bowl. Whisk them until they are well blended. Add the yogurt, milk, vanilla and sugar. and whisk thoroughly. Place one slice of bread in the batter. Let it soak for about 30 seconds, turning it once. Place a large frying pan over a medium high heat. Add a teaspoon of vegetable oil and a pat of butter to the pan. Carefully place the bread into the frying pan and immediately place another piece of bread into the batter. Continue until all the slices are coated and cooking. Add more oil and butter to the pan as needed. Cook each slice of bread 3-5 minutes, until golden brown. Carefully turn it and cook for another 2-4 minutes until golden brown. Adjust the heat if the French toast is browning too quickly, or else it will be brown on the outside and uncooked inside. Serve with warmed pure maple syrup or cinnamon and sugar, and/or fresh strawberries, blackberries and blueberries. Serves 3-4.



Super-Duper Blueberry Muffins



Line 6 jumbo or 12 regular muffin tins with paper or grease them. Mix the flour and baking powder together in a bowl and set aside. In an electric mixer, cream the butter on high for two minutes. Lower the speed to medium and add the sugar gradually while the mixer is running. Stop the mixer and add the eggs one at a time (see note at end of recipe.) Continue beating until the mixture is light yellow and creamy. Every so often, turn off the mixer and scrape down the sides of the bowl. Keep the mixer running and gradually add the vanilla. Mash half the blueberries with a fork or with clean hands, and add them to the batter. Mix well. Reduce the speed of the mixer and add one third of the flour mixture. Add half the milk, another third of the flour, the rest of the milk and the rest of the flour. Beat about another minute. If the batter is too thick, add some more milk and mix on low just to blend. Turn off the mixer and raise the beaters. Add the remaining blueberries and gently stir them in. Spoon the mixture into the muffin cups, filling them almost to the top. You can use a soup ladle for this. Carefully place the tins in the oven. Bake at 400 for about 10 minutes. Reduce the heat to 375 degrees and bake



Preheat the oven to 400 degrees.



Preheat the oven to 350 degrees. Have a cupcake tin ready. No papers needed. Beat the eggs in a small bowl and set aside. Place the butter in a small skillet and heat over medium heat. Chop the shallots and add to the skillet. Sauté until just translucent. Add the chives and the smoked salmon. Cook until heated through and the lox turns opaque. Add the eggs and the tarragon, salt and pepper, and cook until just done. Do not let the eggs get too dry. Add the sour cream and mix well, heating for about 10 seconds. Add the parsley and mix. Slice off about one quarter of the roll and scoop out the bread. Leave about a quarter inch of bread around the sides. Spoon the eggs into the rolls and top with the grated cheese. Place one roll in each cupcake space. Bake for 5-10 minutes at 350 degrees until the cheese melts. Carefully remove the tin from the oven and take the roll from the tin. Place on a plate and serve with fruit salad or garden salad. Serves 4.



Fresh Fruit Salad and Yogurt Parfait (Dairy) This is a very easy dish for little ones to make all by themselves. 6 fresh strawberries, washed and hulled 1 ⁄2 cup fresh blueberries, washed and picked over 1 ⁄2 cup fresh or canned pineapple chunks 1 sliced banana 2 cups low-fat yogurt, Mom’s favorite flavor (perhaps coconut, bananastrawberry, lemon or vanilla) Pretty parfait glasses Layer the fruit and the yogurt into the parfait glasses, beginning and ending with yogurt. Top with a pretty whole strawberry. Very refreshing. Serve with a warm blueberry muffin.



Chocolaty Chewy Brownies (Dairy)



another 15 minutes for jumbo muffins and 10 minutes for regular ones. Carefully remove the tin from the oven and immediately sprinkle a little sugar over each muffin. Let set 10 minutes before serving. Variations: Substitute some fresh raspberries for some of the blueberries. Add 2 tablespoons wheat germ to the batter for a healthier treat. About those eggs: Always break one egg at a time into a cup and then add the egg to your recipe. This prevents shells from getting into the batter and allows you to inspect the egg for problems (discard it if you think something is wrong).



(Dairy) 2-1⁄4 cups unbleached flour 3 teaspoons baking powder 1 stick butter, at room temperature 1-1⁄4 cups sugar 2 extra large or jumbo eggs 2 teaspoons pure vanilla extract 3 1⁄4 cups fresh blueberries, washed and carefully picked over 1 ⁄2-1 cup milk Sugar for top of muffin



Grated Monterey Jack cheese, or mom’s favorite cheese 4 round French rolls



Lox, Eggs and Fresh Herbs in a Bread Basket (Dairy) 4 extra large eggs 2 ounces smoked salmon (unsalted lox) 2 shallots 2 tablespoons fresh-snipped chives Pinch tarragon 2 tablespoons fresh parsley, minced Salt and pepper to taste 2 tablespoons fat-free sour cream



These are easy for older kids to make with just a bit of supervision. The recipe can easily be doubled. 1 ⁄2 cup butter 1 cup sugar 2 eggs 1 ⁄2 teaspoon vanilla 1 ⁄2 cup flour 1cup chocolate chips 2 squares bitter chocolate, melted Optional: 1⁄2 cup walnuts, chopped Melt the chocolate in a small pan over very low heat. Watch carefully to prevent burning. You can melt the chocolate in a small bowl in the microwave in 15 second intervals until barely melted. Stir to finish the melting process. Cream the butter and sugar in an electric mixer. Add the eggs one at a time and beat well after each addition. Add the vanilla, melted chocolate and the flour and mix by hand. Add the chocolate chips and nuts and mix by hand. Pour into a well-greased 8-inch pan. Bake for 20-30 minutes until a tester comes out clean. Cool and cut. Makes about 16 brownies.



Joni Schockett is a freelance food writer who lives in Needham.



PARENTING By



Judy BoltonFasman



Playing with kid’s lives Anna’s got a new job as an oped writer for her school’s newspaper. She’s not a chip off the old block; she’s her own block. One of the benefits of her new job is that we can parallel play – write side-byside and then compare notes. Anna tells me it’s important to her to be firm about her opinions without coming across as mean. I counsel her that no matter how diplomatic she is, her readers will sometimes misinterpret her intentions. I also point out that there’s a thin line between passion and selfrighteousness that should never be crossed. It also doesn’t hurt to have nerves coated with Teflon. That said, it’s time to make the column. Foremost on my mind are children in the recent news. Sevenyear-old Justin Artyom Hansen was adopted by a Tennessee woman in September 2009; she recently sent him back to Russia with a note stating that she could no longer care for him. I don’t doubt that Artyom (I imagine that he shed the name Justin at the airport) was a very troubled boy. He verbally abused his mother and threatened to burn down the house while she was sleeping. I don’t doubt that the reputable agency through which she adopted Artyom was upfront about the risks of raising a child with possible fetal alcohol syndrome confined to an orphanage. According to an article in The New York Times, his mother, Torry Hansen, who is a nurse, didn’t attempt to reach out to pediatricians, social workers or the adoption agency for help. Instead, she bought a one-way plane ticket for Artyom and sent him back as if she were returning a defective blender. I tell Anna that I can’t get Artyom’s long and seemingly terrifying plane ride out of my head. She’s not surprised. I was, after all, the nutty mother who flew with her and her 8th grade class to Israel. And Anna was 13 at the time. From all the accounts I’ve sifted through, it doesn’t seem that anyone was too concerned for a 7year-old boy flying from the United States to Russia on his own. Why didn’t airline personnel bother to assess why exactly Artyom was flying through time and space with just a note? The story may yet have a decent ending. Several Russian families having already offered to adopt Artyom. Back in the US, controversy – or is it homegrown racism? – is simmering at the Texas Board of Education. The board recently expanded science standards to include
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creationist objections to evolution. Some of the members are now fiddling with the social science curriculum. Students in K-12 will be asked to contemplate the role of theology in early American history. The conservative reviewers on the panel assert that America was founded on Biblical principles and that the founding fathers never intended to separate church and state. Where does that leave our non-Christian children? This same board has also marginalized historical figures like Harriet Tubman, Thurgood Marshall and César Chávez. Historians are concerned, but don’t want to mess with Texas, one of the largest textbook markets in the country. That means that books assigned to the 4.7 million students in its school system become the academic equivalent of a best-seller. The more textbooks publishers sell, the better the chances that they can discount the books for other districts. Meanwhile over on Facebook, Holocaust memorializing has met 21st century social networking. Maybe it’s generational, but there’s something a touch creepy about friending Anne Frank, writing on her wall and noting that her last known address is 263 Prinsengracht St. in Amsterdam. Anne’s archival black-and-white photo



It doesn’t seem anyone was too concerned for a 7-year-old boy flying from the U.S. to Russia on his own. isn’t that different from those of Anna’s or her friends. Anne smirks and looks a bit dreamy. Her Facebook friends comment that they share her birthday or like the outfit she’s wearing. The page was set up by the New York-based Anne Frank Center. Henio Zytomirski died in the Majdanek concentration camp when he was 9 years old. I looked him up on Facebook and realized that I had seen his picture in person – black and white and grainy and tragically enlarged –when I visited Lublin. The Polish history student who posts in Henio’s name updates the boy’s several thousand friends as if it were still 1940. Henio informs his Facebook friends that German troops and Jews wearing the yellow Star of David walk the streets of Lublin. And he doesn’t quite believe his mother’s assurances that everything will be all right. The project may be well intentioned, but I find it disconcerting. Anna’s not sure that she does. Going virtual is second nature to her. At the end of our writing session, Anna shows me her first-ever op-ed piece. Thoughtful and sensible, like my girl. And yes, it’s a touch passionate while remaining on the correct side of the line. I think my daughter and I are going to like parallel playing. Judy Bolton-Fasman can be reached at [email protected].
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Investment Strategies Israel seeks US heirs of Shoah-era assets By Bret Silverberg Special to the Advocate A lot in one of the wealthiest neighborhoods of Haifa lies vacant; no one can build on it. A building in Tel Aviv, Israel’s real estate equivalent of New York City, is unoccupied; no one can move in. The reason? The Israelis don’t know who owns the properties. They were purchased before World War II, likely by people who perished in the Holocaust. An organization that has been seeking their descendants in Israel and Europe is now turning its search to the United States. The Company for Restitution of Holocaust Victims’ Assets, based in Petah Tikva, Israel, began its American campaign this month to find the rightful heirs of Israeli real estate and bank deposits. “There are still a lot of people out there that don’t know about this,” said Jeremy Ruden, a representative for the Company for Restitution of Holocaust Victims’ Assets. Some 55,000 assets – worth an estimated $250 million – are unclaimed, according to the organization. Its Web site, www.hashava.org.il/eng, includes a database of 60,504 names, the asset holder’s last known city of residence and the corresponding assets. The non-profit company was formed after The Knesset passed the Holocaust Victims’ Assets Law in 2006. That followed a five-year investigation to determine just how



Do you own any of these properties?



A building in Tel Aviv



A plot of land in Denia, Haifa If you believe your family may have unclaimed property in Israel, visit www.hashava.org.il/eng, the Web site of the Company for Restitution of Holocaust Victims’ Assets.



A plot of land in Central Israel large a pool of unclaimed assets exists. Israeli historian Yossi Katz began researching the unclaimed assets in 1997. As families learned of his work, they began asking questions. “This really wasn’t being taken care of,” said Ruden, referring to the unclaimed assets. So far, only two US families have



recovered assets. Many more likely have restitution coming, according to 85-year-old Israel Arbeiter, president of the American Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors of Greater Boston. “This is of great importance,” Arbeiter said. “You will see that the people who have claims will come out.”



Arbeiter, who survived six concentration camps as a teenager, said that many European Jews at the outset of World War II failed to recognize the seriousness of the crisis. “At that time our parents were thinking the war wouldn’t last long,” he said. “Germany would lose the war, and they



would be able to reclaim the money wherever they deposited it. Whether it be in Swiss banks or Israel.” The Company for Restitution of Holocaust Victims’ Assets deals only with property and money in Israel. Its scope does not include unclaimed assets in Europe, such as those left in Swiss banks. The organization’s Web site includes a story of one family that had experienced trouble regaining its assets. Nathan Ber Goldstein, who was killed by the Nazis in Poland, had left a large deposit in the Anglo-Palestine Bank, now called Leumi Bank. When his family sought to recover the money years later, the bank offered only the original deposit, not any of the accumulated interest. “The problem was that at least some of the documents had been destroyed,” nephew Shlomo Gonen wrote on the Web site. “My father told me that in spite of his attempts, the Leumi Bank officials were fighting him, and he felt that they were debasing the memory of his family.” It wasn’t until the Company for Restitution of Holocaust Victims’ Assets intervened that he was finally given a sum totaling more than $80,000. Arbeiter said all people connected to the Holocaust are united in the asset recovery mission. “We want to see that the properties that belong to the Jewish people…are returned to their rightful owners.”
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TAGLIATA CON SALSA PORCINI. € 22. GRILLED BEEF | SAUCE OF WILD MUSHROOMS. Pesce | Visgerechten. PIATTO DELLA SETTIMANA. DAILY PRICE.
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welcome 

6 Move the clipper through the hair slowly. 7 Regularly remove cut hair from the comb attachment. If a lot of hair has accumulated in the comb attachment ...
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welcome 

Press and hold Wi-Fi SETUP for 5 seconds, then the light alternates between green and yellow. Maintenez le bouton Wi-Fi SETUP enfoncÃ© pendant 5 secondes.
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welcome 

café possible. Saeco Adapting System. Le café est un produit naturel et ses caractéristiques peuvent changer se- lon son origine, son mélange et sa torréfaction.
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welcome 

Continuous and prolonged sipping of fluids will cause tooth decay. • Always check food temperature before feeding. • Heating in a microwave oven may produce ...
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Welcome - WordPress.com 

-Le patrimoine mondiale de l'humanitÃ© :l'UNESCO. -Le conte en Guadeloupe. -Les diffÃ©rents types d'esclaves et hiÃ©rarchie dans la. -La formation des noms des ...
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JAgraffe: Welcome 

Introduction. JAgraffe is a software made to ease fast email sending with attached pictures when you only want to show the recipient a scaled down version of ...
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welcome - gzhls.at 

Do not use the appliance in the bath or in the shower. - Use, charge and store the appliance at a temperature between 15Â°C and 35Â°C. - Only use the adapter ...
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You're Welcome! 

borealis (northern lights) as they dance across the night sky. 14. ... Manitoba's government, health care organizations, crown corporations and agencies.
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Everyone welcome! 

discussed. Biographies: Christine Loignon, received her Ph.D. in public health in 2006 and ... Lemoyne depuis 2009. Elle est sociologue mÃ©dicale en santÃ©.
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welcome cafÃ© 

14 t. Saucisse SÃ¨che, Terrine, Cantal, Saint Nectaire. Plate of Artisanal Delicatessen and Farmhouse Cheeses. Fromages Fermiers. 14 t. Cantal, Saint Nectaire ...
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www.philips.com/welcome 

using the hair clipper, we advise you to read the following information. general description (Fig. 1). 1 Cutting element. 2 Swivel head. 3 Length setting adjustment ...
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Welcome - Boulanger 

COVER. The external body of the Writer. 3. FRAME CUTOUTS. The parts of the frame which have been cut out to give access to the. iPad. 4. MICRO-USB PORT.
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welcome pack V3 

Welcome Pack. PLAY-LYVE.COM. Page 2. • Lancer des campagnes en 2 clics pour jouer où vous voulez, quand vous voulez, avec qui vous voulez. • Trouver ...
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Welcome, Bienvenue, Willkommen 

... read.csv("dataset.csv"). # Plot. > plot(data_set$x, data_set$y). # Model. > lm(y ~ x, data = data_set) ... Example: Sequence of numbers. 1,2,3,â€¦,n. OPTION 1.
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Welcome - Tandc-country.com 

Live To Love Another Day par Keith Urban. (145 bpm album Be Here / Days Go By: Anthology). RIGHT VINE, LEFT TOUCH, LEFT VINE, RIGHT TOUCH.
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WELCOME - Canton de Vaud 

www.polesud.ch. UNIVERSITÉ POPULAIRE DE LAUSANNE ... UNIVERSITÉ DE LAUSANNE. Bâtiment ...... Avenue de la Rochelle 1 | 1008 PRILLY. 079 808 53 ...
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Welcome page online repository 

18 mai 2016 - C mali.revenuesystems.org/login/auth. Référentiel en Ligne du Ministère des Mines du Mali. Direction. Nationale de la Géologie et des Mines.
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Welcome to myiHome! .fr 

You can retrieve ID3 Tag for MP3 songs to show on TV screen. When this ...... Available connector: RCA, DVI/D-Sub, Composite/S-Video, Component,. Scart, D4 ...
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WELCOME - Canton de Vaud 

Chemin de la Planchette 16 | 1860 Aigle. AIGLE. 024 466 76 00 [email protected] www.planchette.ch. LIRE ET Ã‰CRIRE, RIVIERA - CHABLAIS. Grand Rue 50 ...
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Welcome Home Reby 

THE Pcwï¬� mm mm mm AND FIND. E a w. M E. E S v H. A Ixr. H T .II T: U. T. 5. II. Hâ€œ.-. 6. Dr...â€œ T MN. SEA m6. ... Page 12 .... AND I'M Suï¬�E 11 um. .65 'mums ma...'.
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Carolan's welcome - Flutes.mus 

ARR. BY G. FRAUX. FLUTE 1. HAU Ä£og. Fees 89 - - - - - ...... Fone 2 6 - - -. - .... .........â€œgoo goooooo..." & - - - - - - ... .................. googo... &.............. .goo go.... Sono .
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Welcome to L'EntrecÃ´te 

Oven baked Beef Marrow. 18. With GuÃ©rande sea salt and grilled buttered PoilÃ¢ne bread. Leek & Vinaigrette. 14. The classic Parisian bistro fare â€œPoireaux ...
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Welcome - Fred Saccoccio Website 

Hello and welcome on my personnal homepage. My name is Fred Saccoccio and I'm a software development engineer. Here is my own digital space and you'll ...
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